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Overview

Overview
Our project is to take consequence relations ` as given, and find ways to
‘extract’ symbols which are constant wrt `.

Success criteria:

(i) The usual logical constants should be extracted from the usual logical
consequence relations.

(ii) The extraction operation should be somehow inverse to familiar ways
of building consequence relations.

(iii) Compare, if possible, to similar work in the literature.

Bonnay and W-l (2012) studied a syntactic method of extraction:

u is constant wrt ` iff ∃ Γ, φ, u′ s.t. Γ ` ϕ but Γ[u/u′] 6` φ[u/u′]

This was successful wrt (i) and (ii) but not (iii); the idea seems new.

I will briefly review this and then look at a semantic approach that

provides a semantic equivalent to the previous operation;
reveals an alternative extraction method that

relates to some earlier ideas in the literature,
allows a distinction between logical and analytic inference.
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Overview Motivation

Motivation

What is a logical constant?

One motivation for our approach is the fact that speakers often have fairly
strong intuitions about what follows from what, but much weaker ones (if
any) about what distinguishes logical constants.

Compare trying to answer:

(A) Which of the following inferences are correct?

(1) Phil is good-looking and he is a bachelor
Hence: Phil is a bachelor.

(2) Every bachelor is mortal.
Henry is not a bachelor.
Hence: Henry is not mortal.

and

(B) In what sense is “every” but not “bachelor” a logical constant?

Another motivation is a general interest in consequence relations.
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The framework Consequence relations

Consequence relations

A sequent is a pair (Γ, φ), where Γ ∪ {φ} ⊆ SentL, for some given
language L.

Definition

A consequence relation (in L) is a set ` of sequents satisfying (writing Γ ` φ for
(Γ, φ) ∈ `):

(R) If φ ∈ Γ then Γ ` φ

(T) If ∆ ` φ, and Γ ` ψ for all ψ ∈ ∆, then Γ ` φ.

(R) + (T) entails monotonicity, i.e.

(M) If Γ ` φ and Γ ⊆ ∆, then ∆ ` φ.

` is compact if Γ ` φ implies Γ′ ` φ for some finite Γ′ ⊆ Γ.
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The framework Languages

Tarskian interpreted languages

A Tarskian interpreted language L generates compositionally SentL from a
set SymbL of symbols

(‘logical’ as well as ‘non-logical’: no distinction yet!).

There is a well-behaved notion of replacement, along maps
ρ : SymbL −→ SymbL that respect categories.

If φ ∈ SentL, φ[ρ] is the result of performing the replacement ρ on φ.

On the semantic side:

(a) There is a class INTL of L-interpretations (L-models) such that each
I ∈ INTL maps each u ∈ SymbL to a suitable semantic object I (u).

(b) There is a truth relation |=L ⊆ INTL × SentL, which is local:

(*) If I (u) = I ′(ρ(u)) for all symbols occurring in φ, then

I |=L φ iff I ′ |=L φ[ρ]

(c) There is a standard interpretation IL ∈ INTL.
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The framework Truth and truth preservation

Truth and truth preservation

To fix some terminology, say that

a sequent (Γ, φ) is true in I iff I |= Γ implies I |= φ.

(If you prefer to say Γ ` φ preserves truth in I , that’s fine, but see below.)

Thus,

I |= φ iff (∅, φ) is true in I .

Then we say that

a consequence relation preserves truth in I iff all its sequents are true
in I .

Let

CONSL

be the set of consequence relations in L that preserve truth in the standard
interpretation IL.
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The framework Bolzano-Tarski consequence

Bolzano-Tarski consequence

Let X be a set of L-symbols.

I =X I ′

means that I (u) = I ′(u) for all u ∈ X .

Definition (Bolzano-Tarski consequence)

Γ⇒X φ iff (Γ, φ) is true in all J such that J =X IL.

As Bolzano stressed, X can be any set of symbols (‘logical’ or ‘non-logical’).

Clearly, ⇒X belongs to CONSL (is reflexive and transitive, and preserves
truth in IL). Also,

(1) If X ⊆ Y , then ⇒X ⊆ ⇒Y .

So ⇒ is a monotone map from P(SymbL) to CONSL.
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Consequence mining The operation C

Constant extraction with C

The syntactic method of extraction indicated earlier is the following:

Definition (extraction of constants)

Define the function C : CONSL → P(SymbL) by

u ∈ C` iff there are Γ, ϕ, and u′ such that Γ ` φ, but Γ[u/u′] 6` φ[u/u′].

We have

(2) for all X ⊆ SymbL, C⇒X
⊆ X .

(for if Γ⇒X φ, but Γ[u/u′] 6⇒X φ[u/u′], then clearly u ∈ X ).

C can be shown to extract exactly the expected logical constants from the
consequence relations of standard logics (be they Bolzano-Tarski
consequence relations or not).

Moreover, C is (under certain assumptions) an inverse to ⇒ in the sense of
giving a (monotone) Galois connection.
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Consequence mining Galois connections

Galois connections

Let (A,≤) and (B,4) be partial orders, and let f : A→ B and g : B → A.

(f , g) is a monotone Galois
Connection (GC) iff

a ≤ g(b)⇔ f (a) 4 b

or, equivalently,

(G1) a ≤ g(f (a))

(G2) f (g(b)) 4 b

(G3) a ≤ a′ ⇒ f (a) 4 f (a′)

(G4) b 4 b′ ⇒ g(b) ≤ g(b′)

(f , g) is an antitone Galois
Connection iff

a ≤ g(b)⇔ b 4 f (a)

or, equivalently,

(G1’) a ≤ g(f (a))

(G2’) b 4 f (g(b))

(G3’) a ≤ a′ ⇒ f (a′) 4 f (a)

(G4’) b 4 b′ ⇒ g(b′) ≤ g(b)

So (f , g) is a monotone GC between (A,≤) and (B,4) iff it is an antitone
GC between (A,≤) and (B,3).
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Consequence mining A GC between consequence relations and sets of symbols

A Galois connection

Fact

Monotone GCs generalize order isomorphisms as follows: Let the left kernel of the
GC be g(f (A)), and let the right kernel be f (g(B)). Then the kernels are
isomorphic (so, restricted to the kernels, g = f −1).

Now consider the case when ≤ = 4 = ⊆, and A and B are power sets of
some sets, or subsets of such power sets. Let BTCONSc

L be the set of
compact Bolzano-Tarski consequence relations in L.

Theorem (Bonnay and W-l, 2012)

(a) (C ,⇒ ) is a monotone GC between (BTCONSc
L ,⊆) and (P(SymbL),⊆).

(b) The left kernel is BTCONSc
L itself. The right kernel is the set of minimal

sets of symbols: X is minimal iff no smaller set generates the same
consequence relation.
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Consequence mining A GC between consequence relations and sets of symbols

A Galois connection, cont.

This theorem is a special case of a more general result, holding not only for
Tarskian interpreted languages, but languages specified purely syntactically.

In particular, consequence wrt to a set of symbols X is defined by replacing
symbols outside X (following Bolzano), rather than reinterpreting them.

The language is interpreted only in the sense that each sentence is assumed
to be either true or false

To overcome the obvious limitations that ‘accidental’ lack of suitable
L-symbols may cause, the (only) extra requirement is that new symbols can
freely be added to L.

This is effected by looking not just at L but (directed) families L of
expansions of L, and relativizing consequence, extraction, etc. to L.
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Consequence mining A limitation of the operation C

A limitation of C

Compare:

(1) Phil is good-looking and he is a bachelor
Hence: Phil is a bachelor.

(2) Phil is good-looking and he is a bachelor
Hence: Phil is unmarried.

(1) is logically valid, (2) is only analytically valid.

C doesn’t account for this distinction. If ` thinks (2) is valid, C` will count
also “bachelor” and “married” as constants (e.g. replacing “bachelor” by
“student” invalidates (2)).

One could argue that we are dealing with two distinct consequence relations.

What we would like, if possible, is a smaller consequence relation, the
‘logical part’ of `.

This would require another method of extracting constants.
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A semantic approach to extraction

A familiar Galois connection

Recall the notion of a Tarskian interpreted language L, with a notion of
truth in L-interpretations, and a standard interpretation IL.

Let

InterL = {K : K is a set of L-interpretations containing IL}

There are natural (and familiar) ways to go between InterL and CONSL.

Definition

(a) Val(`) = {I : each (Γ, φ) ∈ ` is true in I} = {I : ` preserves truth in I}

(b) `K = {(Γ, φ) : (Γ, φ) is true in each I ∈ K}

Theorem

Val and ` form an antitone Galois connection between (CONSL,⊆) and
(InterL,⊆). That is: ` ⊆ `K iff K ⊆ Val(`).

This is a (familiar) variant of an observation going back to Lawvere (1969)
(cf. Mod(Ψ) vs. Th(K )).
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A semantic approach to extraction Two semantic extraction methods

Uniform vs. non-free symbols
We consider two ways of extracting constants from classes of interpretations.

u is uniform in K iff for all I , I ′ ∈ K , I (u) = I ′(u).

u is free in K iff I ∈ K and I =SymbL−{u} I
′ implies I ′ ∈ K .

Definition

U(K ) = {u : u is uniform in K}

NF (K ) = {u : u is not free in K} In the other direction:

Val∗(X ) = {I : I =X IL}

Fact

(a) ⇒X = `Val∗(X )

(b) Val∗(X ) is the unique set K of interpretations containing IL s.t. all elements
of X are uniform in K and all other symbols are free in K .

Now we have three ordered structures of interest.
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

three classes of interest (given L)

consequence
relations

classes of in-
terpretations

sets of
symbols
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

the Bolzano-Tarski map
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

the syntactic extraction map C
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

two more familiar maps
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

no composed Galois connection

consequence
relations

C

$$Val
yy

classes of in-
terpretations

`
99

sets of
symbols

⇒

dd

These two Galois connections do not compose to a third (antitone) one,
since the right one is restricted to consequence relations of the form ⇒Y .

But we have other extraction methods from classes of interpretations.
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

extracting symbols from classes of models
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

and in the other direction
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

a commutative triangle
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

the full picture
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

another triangle

consequence
relations

Val
yy

classes of in-
terpretations

sets of
symbols

⇒

dd

Val∗
oo

Val∗(X ) = Val(⇒X ) ? No, only Val∗(X ) ⊆ Val(⇒X )

(Val(⇒X ) is usually much bigger: ‘non-standard models’ exist)
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

the full picture again
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

What about NF and C ?

consequence
relations

C

$$Val
yy

classes of in-
terpretations

(non-free symbols) NF
// sets of

symbols

C` = NF (Val(`)) ?
C selects symbols not freely substitutable while preserving
consequence.
NF ◦ Val selects symbols not freely reinterpretable while preserving
consequence.
However:
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models

NF and C , cont.

C , but not NF , depends on the syntax. In order to compare NF and C , we
need to ease these limitations.

We introduce a family of expansions L (adding new symbols, arbitrarily
interpretable) for a base language L, with corresponding families of
consequence relations `K ,L = {`K ,L′}L′∈L, and we adapt the definitions of
Val , NF , and C accordingly.

Theorem

NF (Val(`K ,L)) = C`K,L

So NF is, after all, a semantic version of C .
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models Another Galois connection

A Galois connection for U

classes of in-
terpretations

(uniform symbols) U //
sets of

symbols

Val∗
oo

Proposition
U and Val∗ form an antitone Galois connection between (InterL,⊆) and
(P(SymbL),⊆): K ⊆ Val∗(X ) iff X ⊆ U(K ).

Proof.
Define the relation R by

uRI iff I ={u} IL
Observe that

U(K ) = {u : for all I ∈ K , I ={u} IL}
Val∗(X ) = {I : for all u ∈ X , I ={u} IL}

Then, by standard Galois nonsense, (U,Val∗) is an antitone GC as required.

Nothing similar works for NF , which is neither monotone nor antitone.
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models U and NF

U vs. NF , and how ⇒U(K ) and ⇒NF (K ) relate to `K
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(uniform symbols) U //
(non-free symbols) NF

// sets of
symbols

⇒

dd

Proposition

(a) U(K ) ⊆ NF (K )

[Since IL ∈ K , u ∈ U(K ) implies I (u) = IL(u) for all I ∈ K . Take any
I ′ 6= IL s.t. I ′ =SymbL−{u} IL. Then I ′ 6∈ K . So u ∈ NF (K ). 2 ]
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models Tarskian approximations

Tarskian approximations of consequence relations

Since

⇒U(K) ⊆ `K ⊆ ⇒NF (K)

⇒U(K) could be thought of as a Tarskian approximation from below of `K ,

and, when SymbL is finite, ⇒NF (K) as a Tarskian approximation from above.

However, ⇒U(K) is not always the greatest Tarskian approximation from
below of `K .

Fact

There are consequence relations of the form `K such that the set of Tarskian
consequence relations included in `K does not have a greatest element.

We can also show

Fact

There are `K and X such that `K ⊆ ⇒X (⇒NF (K).
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consequence relations, sets of symbols, and classes of models Tarskian approximations

a final triangle: NF (K ) vs. C`K

consequence
relations

C

%%

classes of in-
terpretations

`

99

(non-free symbols) NF

// sets of
symbols

We have

C`K ⊆ NF (K )

Proof.
Suppose u ∈ C`K . So ∃Γ, φ, u′ s.t. Γ `K φ but Γ[u/u′] 6`K φ[u/u′]. So there is
I ∈ K s.t. (Γ, φ)[u/u′] is not true in I . Let I ′ be as I except that I ′(u) = I (u′).
By locality, (Γ, φ) is not true in I ′. Since Γ `K φ, this means that I ′ 6∈ K . So we
have I ∈ K , I ′ =SymbL−{u} I , and I ′ 6∈ K . That is, u ∈ NF (K ).
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Logical vs. analytical inference

U and analytic inferences

The fact that

⇒U(K) ⊆ `K

suggests that U might be a good candidate for isolating, given a set of
analytically valid inferences, the ones that are logically valid.

(We saw that C , and hence NF , cannot do that.)
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Logical vs. analytical inference U and analytic inference

U and analytic inferences, cont.

Let ` be a pretheoretic notion of consequence, validating both (3) and (4):

(3) Phil is good-looking and he is a bachelor
Hence: Phil is a bachelor.

(4) Phil is good-looking and he is a bachelor
Hence: Phil is unmarried.

Intuitively, (3) is logically valid, but (4) is only analytically valid.

U should be sensitive to this difference, in contrast with NF or C .

Let us check this in a simple example.
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Logical vs. analytical inference A toy example

U and analytic inferences, cont.
Let SymbL = {¬,∧,∨, John,Phil ,married ,man, bachelor}.

Standard
interpretation IL as expected; say, John and Phil are both bachelors.

NB L-interpretations interpret all symbols, according to their categories.

Let ` be classical PL-consequence closed under the meaning postulates

(MP1) bachelor(a) ` man(a) ∧ ¬married(a)
(MP2) man(a),¬married(a) ` bachelor(a) (a ∈ {John,Phil})

(5) Phil 6∈ U(Val(`))

Proof.
Let I be like IL, except that I (Phil) = IL(John). This disturbs no `-consequences,
so I ∈ Val(`). Thus, Phil 6∈ U(Val(`)).

(6) bachelor 6∈ U(Val(`))

Proof.
Let I be like IL, except that I (bachelor) = ∅ and I (married) = M. MP1 and MP2
are still true, hence all other sequents in ` as well.

NB Phil , bachelor belong to C` and NF (Val(`))!
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Logical vs. analytical inference A toy example

U and analytic inferences, cont.
Recall: SymbL = {¬,∧,∨, John,Phil ,married ,man, bachelor}.

(7) ∧ ∈ U(Val(`))

This is because if I (∧) is any other truth function than the standard one,
some `-validity will be violated.

Caveat: This is not (quite) true!!

Trivially true interpretations (making all sentences true) are possible, and
obviously belong to Val(`). In fact, as things stand so far, U(Val(`)) = ∅!

Remedy 1: Adjust definition of U, taking compositionality into account.

Remedy 2: Delete trivially true interpretations from Val(`).

Under the second option, we get U(Val(`)) = {¬,∧,∨}.

Under the first, we get U(Val(`)) = {∧,∨} but not negation.

Anyway, here the Tarskian approximation ⇒U(Val(`)) is a proper subset of `,
isolating its ‘logical part’.
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An observation by Carnap

U and ∧

How do the rules for ∧ fix its interpretation?

ϕ ψ

ϕ ∧ ψ

ϕ ∧ ψ
ϕ

ϕ ∧ ψ
ψ

ϕ ψ ϕ ∧ ψ
1 1

1

1 0

0

0 1

0

0 0

0
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An observation by Carnap

U and ∨

How do the rules for ∨ fix its interpretation?

ϕ
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An observation by Carnap

Discussion
Carnap (1943) noted this contrast between ∧ on the one hand, and ∨ (and
¬ and →) on the other. He regarded it as a problem.

He also noted that if multiple conclusions are allowed, the symmetry
between ∧ and ∨ is restored:

The crucial new rule is
ϕ ∨ ψ
ϕ,ψ

Other suggested remedies are (a) adding a primitive sign for denial
(Rumfitt), or (b) adding the falsum ⊥.

NB U looks at the total inferential behavior of `, not just I- and E-rules.

For classical PL-consequence |=, the facts are:

If U is ‘adjusted for compositionality’, U(Val(|=)) = {∧,∨,→}.
If trivially true interpretations are ignored, U(Val(|=)) = {¬,∧,∨,→}.
NB NF (Val(|=)) = C|= = {¬,∧,∨,→}

Doing this for Tarskian interpreted languages in general is work in progress.
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If U is ‘adjusted for compositionality’, U(Val(|=)) = {∧,∨,→}.

If trivially true interpretations are ignored, U(Val(|=)) = {¬,∧,∨,→}.
NB NF (Val(|=)) = C|= = {¬,∧,∨,→}

Doing this for Tarskian interpreted languages in general is work in progress.
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Conclusions

Conclusions

The project was to extract (logical) constants from consequence relations, in
ways that give the right results in familiar cases, and are in some sense
inverse to ways of going in the other direction.

We started with a syntactic extraction operator C , which returns the
familiar constants, and is—non-trivially—an inverse to Bolzano-Tarski’s
notion of consequence.

Working with models instead we found NF , the semantic counterpart of C .

We (re)discovered U, an alternative to NF .

People have (in practice) used U or related operations for particular
languages. We suggest an abstract study of these operations, in a setting
like the one used here.

U can (to some extent) deal with the distinction between analytical and
logical consequence.

But exactly how well U performs needs to be assessed further.
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The End

THANK YOU
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